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London Publishing Partnership. Paperback. Condition: New. 126 pages. Dimensions: 7.7in. x 5.1in. x
0.6in.This book argues that identity and money are both changing profoundly. Because of
technological change the two trends are converging so that all that we need for transacting will be
our identities captured in the unique record of our online social contacts. Social networks and
mobile phones are the key technologies. They will enable the building of an identity infrastructure
that can enhance both privacy and security - there is no trade-off. The long-term consequences of
these changes are impossible to predict, partly because how they take shape will depend on how
companies take advantage of business opportunities to deliver transaction services. But one
prediction made here is that cash will soon be redundant - and a good thing too. In its place we will
see a proliferation of new digital currencies. If youre anything like me, by the time youve finished
reading the book youll be wondering not just why were still exchanging copper, zinc and nickel
coins with each other, but whether the days when a country can hold a monopoly over currency are
coming to an end. From the Foreword by Ed Conway, Economics...
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I actually started out looking at this publication. it was actually writtern really perfectly and useful. Its been written in an extremely simple way and it is only
soon after i finished reading through this pdf by which really modified me, change the way i really believe.
-- B r ea nna  K er luke-- B r ea nna  K er luke

A really wonderful ebook with perfect and lucid answers. It is rally interesting throgh looking at period of time. Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Gusta ve Moor e-- Gusta ve Moor e
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